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Aims

The objective was to compare the incidence and impact on outcomes of measured (PPMM) vs. predicted (PPMP)
prosthesis–patient mismatch following transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR).

...................................................................................................................................................................................................
Methods
All consecutives patients who underwent TAVR between 2007 and 2018 were included. Effective orifice area
and results
(EOA) was measured by Doppler-echocardiography using the continuity equation and predicted according to the
normal reference for each model and size of valve. PPM was defined using EOA indexed (EOAi) to body surface
area as moderate if <_0.85 cm2/m2 and severe if <_ 0.65 cm2/m2 (respectively, <_ 0.70 and <_ 0.55 cm2/m2 if body
mass index >_ 30 kg/m2). The outcome endpoints were high residual gradient (>_20 mmHg) and the composite of
cardiovascular mortality and hospital readmission for heart failure at 1 year. Overall, 1088 patients underwent a
TAVR (55% male, age 79.1 ± 8.4 years, and STS score 6.6 ± 4.7%); balloon-expandable device was used in 83%.
Incidence of moderate (10% vs. 27%) and severe (1% vs. 17%) PPM was markedly lower when defined by predicted
vs. measured EOAi (P < 0.001). Balloon-expandable device implantation (OR: 1.90, P = 0.029) and valve-in-valve
procedure (n = 118; OR: 3.21, P < 0.001) were the main factors associated with PPM occurrence. Compared with
measured PPM, predicted PPM showed stronger association with high residual gradient. Severe measured or predicted PPM was not associated with clinical outcomes.

...................................................................................................................................................................................................
Conclusion
The utilization of the predicted EOAi reclassifies the majority of patients with PPM to no PPM following TAVR.

Compared with measured PPM, predicted PPM had stronger association with haemodynamic outcomes, while both
methods were not associated with clinical outcomes.
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Reclassification of prosthesis–patient mismatch
after transcatheter aortic valve replacement
using predicted vs. measured indexed effective
orifice area
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Introduction

Methods
Study population
All patients with severe aortic stenosis (AS) or failed bioprosthesis who
underwent TAVR between May 2007 and December 2018, at the
Quebec Heart and Lung Institute (Institut Universitaire de Cardiologie et
de Pneumologie de Québec-Université Laval, Québec, QC, Canada)
were included in this retrospective study. Severe AS was defined by an
aortic valve area <1.0 cm2, a mean gradient >_40 mmHg, and/or a peak
aortic velocity >_4 m/s.17,18 The final decision to perform a TAVR was by
the local Heart Team as recommended in the guidelines.17,18 Only
patients who received Edwards Lifesciences (Sapien, Sapien XT, Sapien 3,
Irvine, CA, USA) or Medtronic (CoreValve, CoreValve EvolutR, Inc.,
Minneapolis, MN, USA) were included in the study. We excluded
(Supplementary data online, Figure S1): (i) patients (n = 43, 3.6%) who
received other models of valves, (ii) patients with missing echocardiography at discharge and 30-day follow-up (n = 25, 2.1%), and (iii) patients
lost to follow-up (n = 24, 2.0%). The patients gave their consent for the
procedure, and the study protocol was approved by our institution review board and ethics committee. The data, analytic methods, and

.. materials of this study will not be made available to other researchers for
..
.. purposes of reproducing the results or replicating the procedure.
..
..
.. Definition of PPM
..
.. Two methods were used to define PPM:
..
.. i. Measured EOAi: The EOA was measured at discharge transthoracic
..
echocardiogram using the continuity equation.19,20 The diameter of
..
..
the left ventricular outflow tract was measured just below the left
..
ventricular border of the transcatheter valve stent from outer-to..
..
outer border of the stent.19 The sample volume of pulse-wave
..
Doppler was positioned just apical to the prosthesis stent at the same
..
..
level of the measured of the left ventricular outflow tract diameter.
..
The EOA value was then indexed (EOAi) to BSA calculated with the
..
..
Dubois formula.
.. ii. Predicted EOAi: The predicted EOA was obtained from the published
..
..
normal reference values of EOA for each model and size of transcath..
eter valve (Supplementary data online, Table S1).21 The predicted
..
EOA was then indexed to BSA.
..
..
..
For both methods (measured and predicted), PPM was defined as
..
none
if EOAi was >0.85 cm2/m2, moderate if >0.65 and <_0.85 cm2/m2,
..
.. and severe if <_0.65 cm2/m2. Furthermore, lower cut-off values of EOAi
.. were used in obese patients [body mass index (BMI) >_ 30 kg/m2] as previ..
.. ously recommended20: none if EOAi >0.70 cm2/m2, moderate if >0.55
.. and <_0.70 cm2/m2, and severe if <_0.55 cm2/m2.
..
..
..
.. Follow-up and outcomes
.. The primary endpoint was a composite of cardiovascular mortality and
..
.. hospital readmission for HF at 1 year after TAVR. Secondary endpoints
.. included: 30-day all-cause mortality, 1-year cardiovascular mortality, 1..
.. year all-cause mortality, and the composite of mortality and HF readmis.. sion, and long-term (until to 8 years) all-cause mortality. All events were
..
.. classified according to VARC-2 criteria.22
..
..
.. Statistical analysis
..
.. Continuous data were presented as mean ± SD, or as median (interquar.. tile range) when distribution was skewed. Categorical data were pre..
.. sented as percentages and fraction of occurrence. Group comparisons
.. were analysed with the v2 test or Fisher’s exact test, as appropriate, for
..
.. categorical variables; the Student’s t-test or Wilcoxon rank sum for con.. tinuous variables. Paired comparisons were performed using paired t-test
..
.. or McNemar’s test when appropriate. Logistic regression was used to de.. termine factors associated with measured (PPMM) or predicted (PPMP)
.. PPM. A non-linear curve regression analysis was used to evaluate the cor..
.. relation between mean transprosthetic gradient and measured or pre.. dicted EOAi. A Cox proportional hazards model was performed to
..
.. determine factors associated with clinical outcomes. Kaplan–Meier esti.. mates and log-rank test were used to compare incidence of outcomes
..
.. over 1 year stratified according to presence or absence of PPM and sever.. ity of PPM (none, moderate, or severe) using both measured and pre..
.. dicted EOAi. Multivariable analysis was performed with the Cox
.. proportional hazards model and included all variables with a P-value
..
.. <0.10 on univariable analysis. Incidence and association with outcomes of
.. PPM (measured or predicted) were analysed in the total cohort and also
..
.. separately in the native TAVR and valve-in-valve sub-cohorts. All statistic.. al analyses were performed using SPSS version 20.0 (IBM Corp. Released
.. 2011. IBM SPSS Statistics for Macintosh, Version 20.0. Armonk, NY,
..
. USA) and a P value <0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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Prosthesis–patient mismatch (PPM) consists in a prosthesis with normal function but which effective orifice area (EOA) is too small in relation to patient’s body surface area (BSA) thus resulting in the
occurrence of elevated transprosthetic pressure gradients. After surgical aortic valve replacement (SAVR), the incidence of overall PPM
ranges from 20% to 50% and that of severe PPM from 5% to 25%.1–3
In SAVR series, severe PPM has been associated with worse postoperative functional status, smaller LV mass regression, and higher
risk of mortality and heart failure (HF) rehospitalization.2,4–6 A significant but weaker association was also reported between moderate
PPM and outcomes in SAVR series, particularly in the subset of
patients with pre-existing LV systolic dysfunction.1,4,7 The incidence
of overall and severe PPM is generally lower with transcatheter aortic
valve replacement (TAVR) vs. SAVR8–12 but it, nonetheless, remains
relatively high (5–36%, for severe PPM).8,9,13 Furthermore, conflicting
results have been reported with regards to the association of severe
PPM with outcomes following TAVR. Indeed, several studies found
no association9,13,14 with mortality or re-hospitalization, whereas
others found a modest association15,16 or an association only in specific subsets of patients.10
The discrepancies observed between TAVR and SAVR series with
regard to the impact of PPM on outcomes may, at least in part, be
related to differences in the methods used to define PPM. Indeed, the
majority of the SAVR studies have used the predicted indexed EOA
(EOAi) to define PPM, which is calculated by dividing the normal reference value of EOA for the model and size of the prosthetic valve
by the patient’s BSA. On the other hand, all TAVR studies to date
have used the EOAi measured by Doppler-echocardiography to
identify PPM.
We hypothesized that the predicted EOAi is a more robust parameter to determine the true incidence of PPM. The objective of this
study was to compare the incidence and association with haemodynamic and clinical outcomes of PPM defined using the measured vs.
predicted EOAi following TAVR.

J. Ternacle et al.
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Results
Baseline and procedural characteristics

Incidence of PPM using the measured
EOAi (PPMM)
Echocardiographic data at discharge are detailed in Supplementary
data online, Table S3 and Table 1. The measured EOA was 1.54 ± 0.5
cm2, mean gradient 11 ± 6 mmHg, with 9% of patients having high residual gradient (>_20 mmHg). Only 4% of the patients had moderate
or severe paravalvular regurgitation. According to the measured
EOAi, 30% had moderate PPMM and 21% severe PPMM (overall 51%,
Table 1 and Figure 1A). After adjustment for obesity, severe PPM was
observed in 17% of patients (P < 0.001 vs. unadjusted cut-off values of
EOAi). The incidence of severe PPMM was higher in the valve-invalve (42%) vs. the native TAVR (19%) sub-cohort (Supplementary
data online, Tables S4 and S5 and Figure 1B and C).

Incidence of PPM using the predicted
EOAi (PPMP)
The predicted EOA (1.72 ± 0.2 cm2) and EOAi (0.96 ± 0.2 cm2/m2)
were larger than the measured EOA and EOAi, respectively
(P < 0.001, Table 1). According to the predicted EOAi, 18% had moderate PPMP and 2% had severe PPMP (overall 20%, Table 1 and
Figure 1A). After adjustment for obesity, severe PPMP was observed
in only 1% of patients (P < 0.001 vs. unadjusted cut-off values of
EOAi). The incidence of PPM was thus markedly lower with predicted EOAi vs. measured EOAi. Eighty-three percent (n = 401/482)

Table 1

Incidence of PPM at discharge using measured vs. predicted EOA for definition of PPM

Parameters

Measured PPM
(n 5 1088)

Predicted PPM
(n 5 1088)

P value

EOA (cm2)

1.54 ± 0.5

1.72 ± 0.2

<0.001

EOAi (cm2/m2)
Any PPM, N (%)

0.87 ± 0.3
561 (51)

0.96 ± 0.2
222 (20)

<0.001
<0.001

482 (44)
330 (30)

115 (11)
201 (18)

<0.001
<0.001

Moderate PPM adjusted for obesitya, N (%)

297 (27)

104 (10)

<0.001

Severe PPM, N (%)
Severe PPM adjusted for obesitya, N (%)

231 (21)
185 (17)

21 (2)
11 (1)

<0.001
<0.001

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Any PPM adjusted for obesitya, N (%)
Moderate PPM, N (%)

EOA, effective orifice area; EOAi, effective orifice area indexed to body surface area; PPM, prosthesis–patient mismatch.
a
Any and moderate PPM defined by an EOAi <_0.70 cm2/m2, and severe PPM defined by an EOAi <_0.55 cm2/m2 in patients with a body mass index >_30 kg/m2.
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Overall, 1088 patients (55% male and age 79.1 ± 8.4 years) were
included in the study (Supplementary data online, Table S2). The
mean gradient was 41 ± 17 mmHg, LVEF: 53% ± 13%, and STS score:
6.6% ± 4.7%. Of note, 50% of patients were in low-flow state (SVi <_
35 mL/m2). Procedural and device characteristics are detailed in
Supplementary data online, Tables S1 and S3. The overall procedural
success was 96%. The large majority of patients (83%) received
balloon-expandable valves. Rate of procedural death and complications was low (Supplementary data online, Table S3): death: 0.8%,
coronary obstruction: 0.6%, annulus rupture: 0.4%, and conversion
to surgery: 1.5%.

.. of patients with any degree of PPM and 76% (n = 140/185) of patients
..
.. with severe PPM based on measured EOAi were reclassified to no
..
.. PPM with the use of predicted EOAi. In the native TAVR sub-cohort,
.. the incidence of severe PPMP adjusted for obesity was very low: 0.1%
..
.. vs. 15% for PPMM (Supplementary data online, Table S4 and
.. Figure 1B). In the valve-in-valve sub-cohort, the incidence of severe
..
.. PPMP adjusted for obesity was 8% vs. 36% for PPMM (Supplementary
..
.. data online, Table S5 and Figure 1C).
..
..
..
..
.. Risk factors associated with PPM
..
.. Factor associated with measured and predicted severe PPM (adjusted
..
.. for obesity) are presented in Supplementary data online, Table S6.
.. Factors independently associated with severe PPMM were: male
..
.. [odds ratio (OR): 1.86; 95% CI (1.21–2.87); P = 0.005], BMI [OR:
.. 1.04; 95% CI (1.01–1.06); P = 0.006], valve-in-valve procedure [OR:
..
.. 3.21; 95% CI (1.95–5.29); P < 0.001], device size [OR: 0.90; 95% CI
.. (0.82–0.99); P = 0.030], and the implantation of a balloon-expandable
..
.. device [OR: 1.90; 95% CI (1.07–3.37); P = 0.029]. Factors associated
..
.. with severe PPMP were valve-in-valve procedure and prosthesis size
.. in univariable analysis, but the multivariable analysis was not feasible
..
.. because of the small number of patients (n = 11).
..
..
..
..
..
.. Association of PPMM and PPMP with
.. haemodynamic outcomes
..
.. The correlation between EOAi and mean transprosthetic gradient
..
.. was significantly (P < 0.001) stronger when using the predicted EOAi
.. vs. the measured EOAi, both in native and valve-in-valve patients
..
.. (Supplementary data online, Figure S2). Patients with severe PPMM
.. had 1.3-fold higher mean gradient compared with those with no se..
.. vere PPMM (14 ± 8 vs. 11 ± 5 mmHg, P < 0.001, Figure 2A), whereas
..
.. patients with severe PPMP had 2.2-fold higher gradient compared
.. with those with no severe PPMP (23 ± 7 vs. 11 ± 6 mmHg, P < 0.001,
..
.. Figure 2B). Sixty-four percent of patients with severe PPMP had high
.. residual mean gradient vs. 18% of those with severe PPMM (P < 0.001,
..
. Figure 2C).
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Figure 2 Haemodynamic outcomes associated with the presence of severe PPM with further adjustment for obesity. Residual transprosthetic aortic valve mean gradient in patients without and with severe PPMM (A) and PPMP (B). Percentage of patients with a high residual transprosthetic mean
gradient (>_20 mmHg) according to the presence of severe PPMM or PPMP (C). AV, aortic valve; PPM, prosthesis–patient mismatch; PPMM, measured
PPM; PPMP, predicted PPM. aAdjusted for obesity (body mass index >_30 kg/m2).
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Figure 1 Prevalence of severe and moderate PPM using both measured and predicted methods with further adjustment for obesity in the global
population (A), in native TAVR (B) and in valve-in-valve TAVR (C). PPM, prosthesis–patient mismatch; PPMM, measured PPM; PPMP, predicted PPM;
TAVR, transcatheter aortic valve replacement. aAdjusted for obesity (body mass index >_30 kg/m2).
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Table 2

Post-procedural outcomes by adjusted PPM using measured and predicted EOAi

Parameters

Total

Severe
PPMMa

No severe
PPMMa

P
Severe
value PPMPa

No severe
PPMPa

P
value

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................
All-cause mortality at 30 days, N (%) (n = 1059)

48 (4)

9 (5)

39 (4)

0.741

0 (0)

48 (5)

0.489

HF readmission at 1 year, N (%) (n = 680)
Cardiovascular mortality at 1 year, N (%) (n = 773)

107 (16)
69 (9)

20 (16)
9 (6)

87 (16)
60 (9)

0.962
0.263

0 (0)
0 (0)

107 (16)
69 (9)

0.219
0.373

Cardiovascular mortality or HF readmission at 1 year,

167 (21)

27 (19)

140 (22)

0.507

0 (0)

167 (21)

0.140

N (%) (n = 787)
All-cause mortality at 1 year, N (%) (n = 773)

121 (16)

19 (14)

102 (16)

0.477

0 (0)

121 (16)

0.221

All-cause mortality or HF readmission at 1 year, N (%) (n = 787)214 (27)

35 (25)

179 (28)

0.485

0 (0)

214 (27)

0.082

Association of PPMM and PPMP with
clinical outcomes
One-year rates of all-cause and cardiovascular mortality were 16%
and 9%, respectively (Table 2). Mortality or HF readmission rates at
1 year were 27% and 21% for all-cause and cardiovascular deaths, respectively. On univariable analysis, neither severe PPMM nor severe
PPMP were associated with outcomes (Figures 3 and 4). On multivariable analysis, factors independently associated with higher risk of 1year cardiovascular death or HF readmission were history of atrial
fibrillation, stroke, COPD, low baseline LVEF and low baseline mean
transprosthetic gradient, a non-transfemoral approach, and TAVR
for native AS (Table 3). In addition, moderate paravalvular AR was
not associated with increased risk of adverse outcomes [HR: 0.96;
95% CI (0.30–3.04); P = 0.946], regardless of the presence of PPM.
When analysed separately, severe PPMM and PPMP were not associated with outcomes in both TAVR populations (native TAVR,
Supplementary data online, Tables S7 and S9, and Supplementary data
online, Figure S3; valve-in-valve TAVR, Supplementary data online,
Tables S8 and S10, and Supplementary data online, Figure S4). On
long-term (until 8 years) follow-up, severe PPMM and PPMP were not
associated with all-cause mortality on uni- and multivariable analyses
(Supplementary data online, Figure S5).

Discussion
The main findings of this study are (i) the incidence of overall and severe PPM following TAVR was, respectively, 2- and 10-fold lower
when using the predicted vs. the measured EOAi; (ii) the incidence of
severe PPMP based on predicted EOAi was 0.1% vs. 15% with measured EOAi following native TAVR and 8% vs. 36% following valve-invalve TAVR; (iii) PPMP had stronger association with transprosthetic
gradients and occurrence of high residual gradient, compared with
PPMM; (iv) neither PPMP or PPMM were associated with clinical outcomes; (v) the main factors associated with the occurrence of PPM
were utilization of balloon vs. self-expanding device and valve-invalve TAVR.

..
.. Incidence of measured vs. predicted PPM
..
.. after AVR
.. Several factors may lead to overestimation of the presence and se..
.. verity of PPM. First, the use of the body surface area may cause an
.. over-indexation of the EOA and thus an overestimation of the pres..
.. ence and severity of PPM in obese patients. Several studies reported
.. that severe PPM is associated with worse outcomes following SAVR
..
.. in patients with BMI <30 kg/m2 but not in those with larger BMI.1,7
.. To overcome this limitation, VARC 2 and EACVI recommendations
..
.. suggested using lower cut-off values of EOAi to define PPM in obese
.. vs. non-obese patients.20,23 We applied this adjustment in this study.
..
.. The reduction in the incidence of PPM when adjusting the EOAi cut..
.. off values in obese patients was significant but minimal because of the
.. low prevalence of obesity in this cohort.
..
Second, a large proportion (up to 45%) of patients undergoing
..
.. TAVR are in a low-flow state (i.e. stroke volume index <35 mL/
.. 2 24,25
.. m ). In low-flow conditions, the prosthetic valve leaflets may not
.. be fully opened and the EOA measured by Doppler echocardiog..
.. raphy may thus be smaller than the normal reference value of EOA
.. obtained at normal flow. Consequently, the measured EOAi may be
..
.. <0.65 cm2/m2 and lead to the erroneous conclusion that the patient
.. has severe PPM whereas the patient, in fact, has pseudo-severe
..
.. PPM.3 There is an analogy between this phenomenon and the con.. cept of pseudo-severe AS in low-flow low-gradient native AS.20 The
..
.. utilization of the predicted EOAi rather than of the measured EOAi
.. allows, in part, to overcome this limitation (Supplementary data on..
.. line, Table S11). Furthermore, in contrast to the measured EOAi, the
..
.. predicted EOAi is not subject to technical pitfalls or inter/intra.. observer measurement variability. As shown in the present study, the
..
.. use of the predicted EOAi identified a much smaller proportion of
.. patients with severe PPM compared with the measured EOAi and
..
.. these patients appear to have true haemodynamically significant PPM.
.. Indeed, the predicted EOAi showed stronger correlation with re..
.. sidual transprosthetic gradients than the measured EOAi. The main
.. reason for this important difference in the incidence of PPM is likely
..
.. that the measured EOAi classifies as severe PPM a large number of
.. patients with erroneous PPM due to technical pitfalls and measure..
.. ment errors or with pseudo-PPM due to low-flow state. The pre.. dicted EOA is more specific to the intrinsic haemodynamic
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EOAi, effective orifice area indexed to body surface area; HF, heart failure; PPMM, measured prosthesis–patient mismatch; PPMP, predicted prosthesis–patient mismatch.
a
Any and moderate PPM defined by an EOAi <_0.70 cm2/m2, and severe PPM defined by an EOAi <_0.55 cm2/m2 in patients with a body mass index >_30 kg/m2.
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Figure 3 Unadjusted and adjusted event curves of 1-year outcomes according to presence and severity of PPMM with further adjustment for obesity. CV, cardiovascular; HF, heart failure; HR, hazard ratio; PPM, prosthesis–patient mismatch; PPMM, measured PPM. aAdjusted for age, sex, AF or
Flutter, stroke, COPD, baseline creatinine, baseline LVEF, baseline AV mean gradient, non-transfemoral approach, and valve-in-valve. bAdjusted for
obesity (body mass index >_30 kg/m2).

Reclassification of PPM after TAVR

comes according to Presence of any PPMP with further adjustment
for obesity. CV, cardiovascular; HF, heart failure; HR, hazard ratio;
PPM, prosthesis–patient mismatch; PPMP, predicted PPM. aAdjusted
for age, sex, AF or Flutter, stroke, COPD, baseline creatinine, baseline
LVEF, baseline AV mean gradient, non-transfemoral approach, and
valve-in-valve. bAdjusted for obesity (body mass index >_30 kg/m2).

..
.. performance of the prosthetic valve, and is not influenced by the
.. patient’s haemodynamic conditions or the variability and errors
..
.. measurements. Our results based on the predicted EOAi suggest
.. that true severe PPM is uncommon following native TAVR.
..
These findings may also help to explain some of the discrepancies
..
.. observed in the literature regarding the incidence of PPM in TAVR vs.
..
.. SAVR. Although head-to-head comparisons generally show that
.. TAVR is associated with lower incidence of severe PPM compared
..
.. with SAVR,8–12 the incidence of severe PPM reported in the STS
.. registry2 following SAVR (11%) was similar than that reported in the
..
.. TVT registry15 following TAVR (12%). However, the STS registry
..
.. used the predicted EOAi, whereas the TVT registry used the meas.. ured EOAi.
..
Another factor that may lead to overestimation of PPM following
..
.. TAVR is the pressure recovery phenomenon. Indeed, a proportion
..
.. of the transprosthetic pressure gradient that is initially lost at the level
.. of the vena contracta is recovered downstream to the prosthetic
..
.. valve. Doppler-echocardiography relies on the maximum transvalvu.. lar flow velocities measured at the level of the vena contracta by
..
.. continuous-wave Doppler to estimate the pressure gradient, and this
.. measure thus does not account for the pressure recovery. Pressure
..
.. recovery may occur with any type of aortic valve, native or prosthet..
.. ic. However, it has been suggested that the magnitude (in %) of pres.. sure recovery may be more important in normal prosthetic aortic vs.
..
.. native stenotic aortic valves, in TAVR vs. SAVR bioprosthetic valves,
.. and in valve-in-valve vs. native TAVR.26,27 In this study, all the severe
..
.. PPM cases based on predicted EOAi were in the valve-in-valve sub.. cohort and these patients had good clinical outcomes despite high re..
.. sidual transprosthetic gradients. Hence, it is likely that a substantial
.. proportion of the patients undergoing valve-in-valve TAVR and clas..
.. sified as severe PPM with the predicted EOAi in fact have significant
.. pressure recovery and thus did not exhibit true severe PPM. The pre..
.. dicted EOAi does not permit to account for the pressure recovery
..
.. phenomenon because (i) the normal reference values of EOA used
.. to define PPM were derived from native TAVR cohorts and not from
..
.. valve-in-valve and (ii) the extent of pressure recovery is determined
.. by the valve EOA but also by the diameter of the ascending aorta and
..
.. the flow patterns within the aorta portion of the valve stent.
..
..
.. Association of PPM with haemodynamic
..
.. and clinical outcomes
.. The vast majority of SAVR studies report significant association be..
.. tween severe PPM and clinical outcomes,2,4–6 whereas most TAVR
.. studies report no or modest association with outcomes.9,10,13–16
..
.. One of the main reasons explaining this results is likely related to the
.. difference in the methods used for the definition of PPM. Indeed, the
..
.. vast majority of SAVR studies used the predicted EOAi to define
.. PPM,28 whereas all previous TAVR studies used the measured EOAi.
..
.. In the largest TAVR study from the STS/ACC TVT registry,
..
.. Herrmann et al.15 reported a significant but modest association be.. tween severe PPMM and outcomes [HR: 1.13, 95% CI (1.06–1.22);
..
.. P < 0.001], which appeared to be stronger in patients with valve-in.. valve procedure. However, this previous study did not examine the
..
.. incidence and impact of PPM defined based on the predicted EOAi,
.. and did not perform separate analyses in native vs. valve-in-valve
..
. TAVR. Furthermore, the indexed EOAs used for defining PPMM
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Table 3 Univariable and multivariable analysis of factors associated with cardiovascular mortality or heart failure readmission at 1 year
Parameters

Univariable analysis

Multivariable analysis

......................................

...............................................................................................................................

Hazard ratios
(95% CI)

Hazard ratios
(95% CI)

P value

P value

Hazard ratios
(95% CI)

P value

Hazard ratios
(95% CI)

P value

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Sex: male

1.12 (0.83–1.52)

0.468

0.91 (0.66–1.27)

0.585

0.94 (0.67–1.30)

0.686

0.94 (0.68–1.30)

Age (years)

1.00 (0.98–1.02)

0.814

1.01 (0.99–1.03)

0.398

1.01 (0.99–1.03)

0.430

1.01 (0.99–1.03)

0.689
0.438

Stroke
AF or flutter

1.89 (1.33–2.69)
2.27 (1.67–3.07)

<0.001
<0.001

1.68 (1.18–2.41)
2.15 (1.58–2.93)

0.004
<0.001

1.66 (1.16–2.38)
2.13 (1.57–2.90)

0.005
<0.001

1.66 (1.16–2.37)
2.13 (1.57–2.90)

0.006
<0.001

1.53 (1.12–2.09)

0.008

1.45 (1.05–2.02)

0.026

1.45 (1.04–2.02)

0.027

1.45 (1.05–2.02)

0.026

1.01 (1.00–1.01)
0.98 (0.97–0.99)

0.004
<0.001

1.00 (1.00–1.01)
0.99 (0.98–1.00)

0.098
0.047

1.00 (1.00–1.01)
0.99 (0.98–1.00)

0.104
0.046

1.00 (1.00–1.01)
0.99 (0.98–1.00)

0.103
0.049

Baseline AV mean gradient

0.98 (0.97–0.99)

<0.001

0.98 (0.97–0.99)

0.007

0.98 (0.97–0.99)

0.008

0.98 (0.97–0.99)

0.008

Non-transfemoral approach
Valve-in-valve

1.86 (1.37–2.53)
0.34 (0.16–0.72)

<0.001
0.005

1.71 (1.24–2.36)
0.34 (0.16–0.73)

0.001
0.005

1.70 (1.23–2.34)
0.35 (0.16–0.75)

0.001
0.008

1.69 (1.22–2.34)
0.36 (0.16–0.78)

0.001
0.010

Any PPMMa

1.06 (0.78–1.43)

0.719

1.21 (0.89–1.65)

0.226

Severe PPMMa
Any PPMPa

0.92 (0.61–1.39)
0.68 (0.39–1.19)

0.699
0.178

1.04 (0.68–1.58)

0.687
0.93 (0.52–1.66)

0.798

Severe PPMPa
AF, atrial fibrillation; AR, aortic regurgitation; AV, aortic valve; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; PPMM, measured prosthesis–patient mismatch; PPMP, predicted prosthesis–patient mismatch. P values in bold indicate those that are statistically significant (<0.05).
a
Any and moderate PPM defined by an EOAi <_0.70 cm2/m2, and severe PPM defined by an EOAi <_0.55 cm2/m2 in patients with a body mass index >_30 kg/m2.

were reported by the sites and not measured centrally in an echocardiography core laboratory. The results of this study suggest that the
measured EOAi may lead to overestimation of the presence and severity of PPM. A large proportion of TAVR patients are in low-flow
state and may thus have a pseudo-PPM, which is misclassified as severe PPM with the use of the measured EOAi. These findings may explain the low rate of high residual gradient and the lack of association
with clinical outcomes in patients with severe PPMM. Another advantage of the predicted EOAi is that it can be estimated in all patients
and it thus allows the assessment of effect of PPM on periprocedural
outcomes, whereas with the measured EOAi, the patients who die in
the peri-procedural period (i.e. prior the discharge echo) are
excluded, thus introducing a survivorship bias.
In this study, PPMP showed stronger association with haemodynamic outcomes compared with PPMM. Nonetheless, PPMP did
not associate with clinical outcomes. This finding is explained by the
fact that severe PPMP was quasi-absent (0.1%) following native TAVR
in this series. Interestingly, PPMP tended to be associated with clinical
outcomes in the subset of patients undergoing valve-in-valve TAVR
[HR: 3.13; 95% CI (0.50–19.62); P = 0.223] but the sample size was
too small to detect a difference. Other factors that are unaccounted
for with the echo-derived gradient following valve-in-valve TAVR,
such as flow patterns, multiple flow convergence points (below valve,
below leaflets, and at the exit of the TAVR) may increase the discordance between echo and catheterization measures.

Clinical implications
The use of the measured EOAi yields to a gross overestimation of
the incidence of PPM following AVR, in large because of the high
prevalence of low-flow state and ensuing pseudo-PPM. The utilization

.. of the predicted EOAi allows overcoming this limitation and provides
..
.. a more accurate estimation of the true incidence of PPM. This study
..
.. suggests that true severe PPM defined with the used of the predicted
.. EOAi is very rare following TAVR or contemporary SAVR. The pre..
.. dicted EOAi method can easily be applied to every patient and does
.. not require performing an echocardiogram. Furthermore, this
..
.. method better correlates with haemodynamic and clinical outcomes.
.. Further studies are needed to examine the association between
..
.. PPMP and longer-term outcomes, especially in patients undergoing
..
.. valve-in-valve.
..
..
.. Limitations
.. This is a single-centre retrospective study. Post-TAVR echocardio..
.. grams were not analysed by a Core Laboratory; the single-centre na.. ture of the study, however, contributed to reduce measurement
..
.. variability in EOA and gradients. In this study, we examined the im.. pact of PPM on 30-day and 1-year outcomes as well as on long-term
..
.. (until 8 years) all-cause mortality. We however did not report the
..
.. long-term rates of HF readmission because an important proportion
.. of these events were not recorded and/or adjudicated.
..
Catheterization data at the time of the TAVR procedure were not
..
.. available in this study and we were thus not able to estimate the ex..
.. tent of pressure recovery following native or valve-in-valve TAVR.
..
In this study, we used the EOAs predicted according to prosthetic
..
.. valve model and label size to define PPMP. The implantation of a given
..
.. valve model and size in aortic annuli of different size may yield some.. what different EOAs. Hence, it would have been useful to use the
..
.. EOAs predicted from the aortic annulus area or perimeter measured
.. by CT prior to the procedure in order to obtain a more precise def..
. inition of PPMP. However, the aortic annulus size data were missing
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in a substantial proportion of the patients. Furthermore, for a given
aortic annulus size, the final valve deployment may vary from one patient to the other. A post-procedural CT would have been useful to
assess the extent of valve deployment but was not included in the
protocol of this study.
The small number of events in the valve-in-valve population may
have contributed to the absence of significant association between
PPMP and the primary endpoint.
Finally, >80% of our patients received a balloon-expandable device, which limit the generalization of these results to other types of
device.

Supplementary data are available at European Heart Journal - Cardiovascular
Imaging online.

Conclusions
The utilization of the predicted EOAi reclassifies the majority of PPM
based on measured EOAi to no-PPM and reveals that the incidence
of true severe PPM is very low (<2%) following TAVR. Compared
with PPMM, PPMP had stronger association with transprosthetic gradients and occurrence of high residual gradient and thus appears
more relevant from a haemodynamic standpoint. Neither severe
PPMM nor PPMP did associate with mortality or HF readmission.
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A 46-year-old man, with a
C
A
B
history of palpitations and a
24-h Holter monitoring
demonstrating only mild
supraventricular
ectopic
beats, underwent a trans*
thoracic echocardiogram
*
showing a large anechoic
*
chamber with slow flow
inside, compressing the left
D
E
F
atrial roof (Panel A,
Supplementary data online,
Video S1). A coronary com*
puted tomography angiog*
raphy (CCTA) showed a
*
proximal left circumflex
artery giving rise to a dilated
and tortuous coronary
artery fistula (CAF) draining
into a giant aneurysm (62 
66  74 mm) compressing the left atrium; the aneurysm itself drained into a kinked vessel coursing posteriorly to the aorta and the pulmonary artery, winding laterally around the superior vena cava and eventually terminating into the right atrium (Panels B–D, Supplementary
data online, Videos S2 and S3). The mid and distal left circumflex artery had a normal calibre. No significant coronary artery disease was
noted. The patient underwent a cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) with phase-contrast flow quantification and 4D flow imaging
(Supplementary data online, Video S4), confirming the presence of the CAF, demonstrating a normal biventricular cavity size and systolic
function, normal biatrial size, and normal pulmonary to systemic flow ratio, ruling out aneurysm thrombosis (Panel E, Supplementary data
online, Figure S1). A coronary angiogram was also performed (Panel F, Supplementary data online, Video S5). After Heart Team discussion,
surgical treatment with ligation of the proximal and distal openings of the fistula was planned due to the large size of the CAF aneurysm.
The patient eventually decided to refuse the intervention for personal reasons. Giant coronary aneurysms (diameter exceeding 20 mm)
have been described in 5.9% of patients with a CAF. The complications of coronary artery aneurysm include thrombosis, embolization and
rupture. Management of these patients is controversial. Treatment options include follow-up, surgical repair or catheter embolization.
However, in presence of large aneurysm, surgical procedures are usually preferred.
(Panel A) Transthoracic echocardiography four-chamber view: large round anechoic chamber compressing the left atrium (asterisk).
Three-chamber view (Panel B) and volume rendering (Panels C and D) CCTA, (Panel E) CMR and invasive coronary angiography (Panel F)
showing dilated and tortuous CAF (arrow) draining into a giant aneurysm (asterisk).
Supplementary data are available at European Heart Journal - Cardiovascular Imaging online.
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Multimodality imaging of a left circumflex artery to right atrium coronary
artery fistula associated with giant aneurysm

